Mathematics
Shape, space and measure
16 – 26 months
 Attempts, sometimes successfully, to fit shapes into spaces on inset boards or
jigsaw puzzles

Deniz working on jigsaw puzzle:



Uses blocks to create their own simple structures and arrangements

M
M joined the children playing in the block area. He picked up the small coloured cubes and
stacked them on top of each other. After he built a tower of 5 blocks he went to the box to
get more. He added two more then knocked it down laughing when it fell, “All fall down!” he
said. He repeated this twice, he allowed J to add blocks onto his tower and they laughed
together when it toppled.


Enjoys filling and emptying containers

Jeremiah
Jeremiah filling teapot and transferring to jug:

22- 36 months
 Notices simple shapes and patterns in pictures Victoria
Victoria exploring the wheel

Victoria was fascinated by the bike wheel. She held it up and let it fall then spun it on
its side. She picked it up again and rolled it around in a circle. Victoria: “wheel”

 Beginning to categorise objects according to properties such as shape or size Eason
Eason sorting coloured blocks

Eason began to sort the coloured blocks outside. Jayden joined in and Eason showed
him where the colours went: “red one here”, “green one here”. When I placed the
green one with the red ones, Eason burst out laughing and said “Red one? No!”



Begins to use the language of size

J
At tidy up time, J helped to put the blocks back in their places. He used the silhouettes to
check the shape by placing the object on top. When he placed a small block on the medium
length silhouette he said, “too big!” he went back and found a longer length and placed it
on top, “That’s right!” he said to himself. He took the longest length plank and attempted to
put it into the shelf where it belongs, “It’s not working!” he reflected. After attempting to
lever it in twice he realised that he could place the plank parallel to the others and slide it
forwards, “I did it!” he exclaimed.
Bence building:

Eason building 'bigger

Eason carefully places some blocks on top of each other, then tells me “bigger”, he
then continues to build to make it taller.
9/11/15
“Bigger”
5/1/16
“1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 building”
15/1/16
“Look, train”
14/2/16
“Building house”
6/6/16
“Build the blocks, look Jayden!”

 Understands some talk about immediate past and future, e.g. ‘before’, ‘later’ or
‘soon’

 Anticipates specific time-based events such as mealtimes or home time

Eason
While we were washing up the paint pots together Eason turned to me and smiled, “you
look very happy, Eason” I said. He replied, “Washing, singing, Mummy time!”

Sahidatu
Sahidatu was washing her hands for lunch, “chips?” she said, we looked at the picture menu
for today “chicken and rice today” I explained, “chips soon?” she asked. “We have fish and
chips on Friday, two more sleeps until chips” I explained, “I like chips” Sahidatu said, “I eat
chips at home”. I asked who makes chips at home, “Grandma make chips. Grandma house.”

30 – 50 months
 Shows an interest in shape and space by playing with shapes or making
arrangements with objects

Tim - exploring shape mats:

Aymeline - builds a house

Aymeline spends a long time with the Lasy, she carefully fits each one together and has
understanding of how to balance them.
5.1.16
“I make a house”
21.4.16
“I build a house”



Shows awareness of similarities of shapes in the environment

Deniz - lining up shapes on window sill

Deniz explored the wooden blocks by arranging them on the window sill. He positioned them
so that they fit very snugly then continued arranging them on the blocks below.




Uses positional language
Shows interest in shape by sustained construction activity or by talking about
shapes or arrangements

Noora - building a space ship

Noora joined the play in the space station construction area. She looked at a picture of the
space station and said “I want to make like this!” She collected all the Lasy blocks and
stacked them on top of each other then expanded forwards a smaller section horizontally.
“Now I want this all on top” she said, taking the silver sheeting. When she couldn’t reach the
top she said “I stand on” and found a crate, “Now I bigger, you see” she explained. When she
was finished she said “But we cannot go inside”. She took the computer keyboards and placed
them on each shelf. Then surrounded it with the barrels “for the fuel. Now we can go up and
up!”

N
N finds the ‘You Can Build it!” book in the block area. She looks at the different pictures of
block structures and says, “I want to make this one! The house”. She looks at the different
blocks, “We need long ones AND short ones and these little bitty ones”. N arranges the
blocks in several different ways, “That’s not right!” She says then after persevering, “Oh the
long one goes on top!” she concludes.
Noora makes a seesaw



Shows interest in shapes in the environment Aymeline -drawing snail shell 'slug'



Uses shapes appropriately for tasks

N
N fills a box with stones and hides it under the sofa in the quiet room. “ I’m a pirate!”
She explains, “You don’t know where my treasure is!” I ask her if she can draw a map to
help me find it. She draws a set of enclosures with lines through them. “ Let’s see...” N
says, “I’ll help you, you have to go through apple group then into the quiet room then under
the sofa, X marks the spot!”


Beginning to talk about the shapes of everyday objects, e.g. ‘round’ and ‘tall’

A
A has been using different fabrics to make dresses for the dolls. He takes a small square with
black and white stripes, “That one like a zebra!” he tells me. He puts the dolly on the fabric
and rolls her in it, “Not big enough!” He says, “Too big!” he finds a larger piece of pink fabric
and rolls the doll again, “That better!” he says laughing. He takes the masking tape and starts
to wrap it around the doll’s waist. “Woah! It getting longer!” He says. He tears the tape off
and says, “She got a dress now!” A goes over to the large fabrics and says, “I make a

dress?” He wraps himself in the fabric and with support from me to hold it in place
while he uses the tape to wrap himself up, “round and round and round!” he says, “I’m
like my dolly now!” He tells me beaming, “I got a big one!” (see scanned pictures).

40-60+ months

 Beginning to use mathematical names for 'solid' 3D shapes and 'flat' 2D



shapes, and mathematical terms to describe shapes.
Can describe their relative position such as 'behind' or 'next to'.
Uses familiar objects and common shapes to create and recreate patterns and
build models.

 ELG: Children use everyday language to talk about size solve problems.
 ELG: They explore characteristics of everyday objects and shapes and
use mathematical language to describe them.

X
X: "It's a London tower. It's called Tower of London." "What shape is at the top?" Adult
asks. "A cone!" "What shape is at the bottom?" "A cylinder" "Because it has the faces!"
X uses a ruler to measure his bean plant: "It's 25!" he comments.

Chelsy - exploring pattern with coloured pegs

Annabelle - builds a house

 Beginning to use everyday language related to money.

X
"How much money have you got?" Adult prompts X, who is carrying play money from the
creepy shop. X counts the money and correctly answers:"£12.42!" "What can you buy with
£12.42 in a real shop?" "Nothing!" He says, laughing.


ELG: Children use everyday language to talk about money to solve problems.

 Orders two or three items by length or height.
 Orders two items by weight or capacity.

X
X was playing with me with numicons. I modelled ordering 3: small medium and tall
numicons. Once the game of placing shapes on board had ended, X could place three
numicons in order naming them 'small, medium, high'. I commented that it could be
described as tall and he repeated. Later, using the numicon boxes, X helped put some away.
One was full and other was empty. Without saying anything I asked 'what's the difference?'

'This is full and this is nothing' he explained. I praised him for this and commented that
'it was empty' which he repeated.




ELG: They explore characteristics of everyday objects and shapes and
use mathematical language to describe them.
ELG: Children use everyday language to talk about size to compare objects.

X
X was showing me her seed she had recently planted. I asked her how and with some
prompting she explained 'put some soil in it and then put a seed in it then you put water'. I
asked her where it would be a good idea to put it. 'Near the sun...because to make it grow.'
Just then she noticed another child's cup which had a lot of water in with the seed and soil.

'That is too much water! It will drown and die!' I agreed that too much water can stop plants
from growing as well and told the other child to not water it again tomorrow. I challenged X
by asking 'wonder how tall your plant is, what can we use to measure it?' X: 'A pen! We
could use a pen to see which is taller and which is shorter'. I agreed and put a pen next to
her plant. She could correctly tell me which was taller and which was shorter, using
appropriate vocabulary. I then modelled using a ruler to show exactly how tall it was. X had a
turn and carefully held her plant beside it. She struggled with recognising the numerals. I told
her it stopped at 7 and then she could tell me it was '7cm.’

Summer - building with coloured lego blocks and measuring herself against them:



Selects a particular named shape

A
A is playing with the flat shapes and masking tape. She lays a hexagon on the floor and
breaks off little strips to make the outline around the shape, “That’s not a rectangle” she
says. “How do you know?” I ask, “Because it doesn’t look like a door!” she continues
breaking off strips, “we need lots of short ones” she observes as she tears it to make it the
right size. When she has surrounded the shape she says, “Woah! That’s all corners!”
A collects the cylinders: “These are the drinks!”
J: “That’s not a drink that’s a cylinder”
A: “The cylinders ARE drinks! They’re cylinder drinks.”
J: “Yeah and the triangles are sandwiches”
A: “But they’re still wood though”
J: “ALL the shapes are wood!”
A: “Shapes, shapes, shapes... It’s a shape picnic!”
J: “Yeah and this is the cake!” J takes the quarter circles and starts to put them into a circle.

Annabelle making squares with construction paper

Annabelle found the long paper strips and began to explore what she could make with them.
First she laid them parallel then started to make corners. “They’re square” she said as she
enclosed them. We looked at them together and she identified the corners independently. We
counted them and she told me there were 4. I asked ‘how many does the other one have?’ and
she said “You can count them and count them and count them. It’s still gonna be 4!”

 Uses everyday language related to time
 Measures short periods of time in simple ways

M and A
M was using the rope swing and A wanted to have a go. She asked me, “Where’s the timer?”
We looked at it together and A said, “That’s going to be ages!” I asked, “How do you know?”
A explained, “cos’ it’s all in the top and it has to go through the teeny tiny hole! That’s going
to be a looooong time.

